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ABSTRACT 

Since the global spread of Covid 19 across the world It has been and epidemic which 

has caused various losses in various fields, and has had a significant impact on small 

scale businesses. Covid cases have risen sharply in the second wave leading to a 

heavy loss in local businesses. So in order to tackle this problem, we came up with 

the idea which will help such small scale businesses. As we have seen rapid increase 

in users of ecommerce websites such as Amazon, Flipkart, Myntra and many others 

ecommerce websites people are mostly switching towards online shopping But many 

people still doubts the quality of online products So we will be trying to connect the 

local shopkeepers to local customers as the trust issues increases in this case and 

smooth solution of the issue is possible as compared to that of other e commerce 
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websites. This project concentrates not only on the sake of local vendors but as well 

as of customers. As to better manage the online selling process, we need to comw up 

with a better approach of online selling web development app which is “Fashion 

HUB 

INTRODUCTION 

E-Commerce is the process of doing business online through computer networks. Th

e first goal of an ecommerce site is to sell goods and services online. Online the purc

hase may be a type of electrical shop where the customer is online directly from the s

eller computer usually via net. Someone sitting on top of him 

The front seat of the computer can access all the resources often to buy or sell produc

ts. Shopping online 

The system assists in purchasing products, products and services online by selecting 

products listed on the website (ECommerce site). The cart is especially useful for any

one you do not have time to go shopping. The cart can be a an important feature used

 in commerce to help people shopping online. Buy and sell process completed electro

nically or in cash upon delivery. User can log on to the eCommerce website, once log

ged in automatically one cart will be made, once the user selects an item that will incr

ease the cart. In case the user he thinks the selected object is of no use to him, he can 

remove that makes the cart. An online site to buy, sell products or goods online using

 an internet connection. Unlike traditional trade which is physically transmitted throu

gh individual effort navigating and finding products, eCommerce has made it easier s

o that people can postpone the delivery according to the convenience of the customer

. 
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B. Motivation 

In today's world where everyone has smartphones, laptops, electronic gadgets and m

ost importantly access to online services Electronic Commerce plays a vital role in th

e development of organizations. Daily Competition between each other affects new h

eights and to keep up with everyone Electronic Commerce is very important. In the g

rowing competition and online businesses, small business owners have been severely 

affected as sales of various products have gone from them to other business giants su

ch as Flipkart, Amazon, Myntra, Alibaba and many more. The local businessman has

 been hit hard by the inability to cope with the prices and competition of large corpor

ations. To solve this problem, we are trying to design a system where many local peo

ple can come together and keep up with their speed. 

???????C. Aim and Objective 

In today's world where everyone has smartphones, laptops ,electronic gadgets and mo

st importantly access to online services  Electronic Commerce plays a vital role in or

ganizational development .In order to keep up with the growing competition offered 

by big companies such as Amazon and Flipkart, local business sales are declining rap

idly as individuals seek to save their time and money easily by using these online sho

pping forms. and delivery. 

So in order to deal with that problem and provide support in local stores we are tryin

g to design a program called Fashion HUB where everyone is bought together. 

As more and more people and businesses are linked to the “Fashion HUB”, sales of l

ocal stores will also increase and as local stores will provide goods to customers whe

n the process of delivering a product or service will be faster and more consistent. if c
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ustomers want to return any product. As many stores will be in the area, so people wi

ll have a sense of what kind of products and quality are available at that particular sto

re. Daily Competition between each other affects new heights and compatibility with 

everyone Electronic Commerce is very important. In the growing competition and on

line businesses, small business owners have been severely affected as sales of various

 products have gone from other business giants such as Flipkart, Amazon, Myntra, Al

ibaba and many more. The local businessman has been hit hard by the inability to co

pe with the prices and competition of large corporations. To solve this problem, we a

re trying to design a system where most local people can come together and keep up 

with their speed 

Online Shopping Keywords 

Online shopping has become increasingly popular in recent years, and businesses 

need to be strategic in their digital marketing efforts to stay competitive. 

One way to do this is by identifying the most relevant and effective keywords for 

their industry. 

In this context, we have compiled a table of popular online shopping-related 

keywords, along with their search volume, CPC, and ad competition metrics. 

THEORETICAL DESCRIPTION 

A. Theoretical Description 

MERN Stack basically consist of React JS,Node JS, MongoDB, Express JS. So the 

MERN stack is a combination of the above mentioned It consists of four technologies

, all of which are based on JS and are used to create complex online apps. It's an open

-source full-stack web development framework that includes both front-end and back

-end development components. Advantages of MERN stack are as follows:  
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1. Web App Development Process That Is Quick 

2. Useful 3rd-Party Plugins 

3. Maintaining code while being simple and adaptable. 

4. The architecture is adaptable.Express.js with Node.js Node JS is a JavaScript 

runtime environment that is open source. It basically lets you to run JavaScript 

code on the server side, outside of the browser. The Node Package Manager, 

which is widely used for publishing Node JS projects, is accessed by Node.js. 

Express is a prominent Node web framework that also serves as an underlying 

library for several other Node web frameworks. So, it allows you to do things 

like  1. write handlers for multiple requests with distinct HTTP verbs at 

separate URLs. 2.It generates replies by integrating with "view" rendering 

engines and injecting data into templates. 3.Configuring standard web 

application settings, such as the port to use for connecting and the location of 

templates to produce the answer. 

B. Resources Required 

Selecting appropriate and supportive hardware and software is a vital aspect of every 

project. When choosing hardware, it's also important to consider the size requirement

s. 

Hardware Requirements (System Requirements) - A processor with at least four core

s is required. 

Software Requirements - Web Browsers A machine with 4 GB of RAM and 10 GB o

f accessible disc space (Chrome, Mozilla, Firefox, edge etc.) 

Code written in Microsoft Visual Studio. 
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ALGORITHM 

The complete project has been divided into three major parts i.e. Frontend, Backend, 

Database in which we are going to store all the information and data Doctor and patie

nt side. Patient side: Data is acquired via sources like there will be data of customers,

 sellers, buyers, different ranges of products, categories in which those products are g

oing to be there, shipping address, payments  methods, orders shipped ,in process, pe

nding or rejected, payment not done etc. The Frontend part of the Project is connecte

d to the backend of the system and both of this are connected to the database which w

e have created with the help of Mongo DB in our web development Application. Rea

ct is used for developing the frontend part of the project where we are using it becaus

e of its various important features like 1) Reusable feature of its components 2) Easy 

binding with Bootstrap 3) Different inbuilt libraries of React 4) Virtual DOM. In the 

backend part we are using Node which is most widely used library for creating backe

nd and for the purpose of creating server we are using Express. As the name suggests

 it is made to increase the speed of the server with which the actions will be taken, dif

ferent commands will be enabled, speed of fetching the data from the database. It is a

lmost 20 times faster than the server created with Node only and is about 10 times les

s complex compared to Node. Mongodb is used for storing various types of informati

on as mentioned earlier. It is used because it is noSql database unlike Mysql which is 

used to store only similar type of data. In this we are storing the data in form of json. 

Here we are storing data in JSON format because it take very less space ,  the data sto

red is in proper format and it can be rendered very fast as compared to plain HTML.l 

doctors for my problem, Request Doctor, Remove Request ,See My Doctor Stats. Thi

s complete process is carried out via a graphical user interface which is installed    in 

the lobby of hospital or clinic. 
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FUTURE SCOPE 

Fashion HUB is an online shopping website which can provide a large variety of opti

ons and connect to local shopkeepers but currently it does not have optimized produc

t searching algorithm. So that can be implemented in the web application. Widening t

he scope of the website and connect a greater number of sellers and buyers to it. 

The government of India is also making a massive push for Ecommerce by using sup

plying several sops to startups, cyber parks, and so on through its digital India applic

ation. So this will help in the growth of the web application. 

In India various languages are there to communicate amongst each other. But currentl

y our application is available in only one language ie English .So making the website 

available in many languages so that various people across the country can connect to 

it is the most important application. 

With multiple charge options, it gives more comfort and protection because the gate

ways   are comfy and encrypted elderly humans, in a different way abled human bein

gs, individuals who are restrained to their homes due to contamination or injury, mo

ms with little kids – for such people, online purchasing is specifically useful, as they 

can save without difficulty and without worry of falling, kids jogging amok, getting d

riven and shoved, and so on.ms to be ever-increasing and growing, due to the fact the

 fashion has really caught on right here. E-trade massive Amazon is keen to conquer t

he Indian marketplace and has already invested a high-quality deal, with its 49% stak

e in the future institution. 

Indian on-line retail giant Flipkart has already opened some offline shops and plans g

reater shops in smaller towns. They plan to combine online and offline shops to maxi

mize their promoting capacity. 
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CONCLUSION 

Fashion Hub an E-commerce platform available for each kind of person for their vari

ous needs. Local Shops and small businesses will flourish with the help of this platfor

m. Easy shipping and returns can be done with the help of this web application. Larg

e Variety of options to choose from at affordable price. We will be trying to go beyon

d our scope from clothing accessories to various other products. In this project so far,

 the implementation of the basic functionalities has been done. The user is now able t

o view different products on visiting the site. The user can add the products shown on

 the front page to the cart. The cart has the functionality to store multiple amounts of 

multiple products. The final amount payable is shown at the bottom of the cart page. 

Also, products can be removed either in quantity or entirely based on user needs. The

 cart page gives the user option to empty the entire cart or proceed to checkout with fi

nal payable amount shown. The main things that we learnt till this point are creating 

different front-end elements, styling the elements and mainly how to route or traverse

 between two pages. 
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